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the white supremacy waiting game

Daniel Hershel Silber-Baker

... consider how arguments about racism and power are to be made in a context that refuses to see or hear the grievances of oppressed people.

IT = Appropriation, Incorporation, and Neutralization of Antiracist Discourses

IT is the white supremacy waiting game
a still portrait
painted over the rearview window
  hidden in the backseat a mural of the ‘peculiar’ institutions
  which it said were

Immutable
PRISON-SLAVERY
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PRISON-SLAVERY
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PRISON-SLAVERY
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A history deferred is
*Benjamin’s Angel of History*, a-cannon-ball-on-a-----chain
*a single catastrophe hurled at our feet*

**IT** is a maniacal game of red light green light of inclusion and exclusion

**IT** Simon says

- Disavow history and let it grow smaller
- Sanitize the streets so we can’t see the graffiti scrawled across the block to remind us

Histories in mirror may be closer than they appear

Tied to us by the fact of

- its-and-our-inseparable-existence
  a-cannon-ball-on-a-----chain

For how long will we let **IT** tear through the streets of our present

&----white----supremacist---wrecking---ball

**IT** calls history a melancholy mausoleum

but really it is a house party on the axis of space and time